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Deans Explain ID's To City Bartenders

In an effort to clarify the college drinking standard and enforcement, the city's 1260 bartenders, Ralph Young and Howard King recently met with local drinking establishments to explain the college's stand.

The meeting, held at Alexander's Restaurant, was part of an effort to correct what the Deans believe to be undue violation of the college standards. The proprietors were told that most Wooster students do not turn 21 until second semester of their junior year and thus are prohibited from drinking alcohol but are allowed to do so after 3:30 a.m. according to Ohio state law. The College of Wooster adopted the Ohio law as part of its standard and penalties for the breaking of the state offenses.

Deans explained that each student's identification card now contains his birthdate and that would be the most fair and efficient determining age for the bartenders. The proprietors agreed that the I.D. card would be used as the primary credential for proving legal age. They expressed a compliance with the Ohio state law.

This is the second such meeting. The first was held in a hotel and a half a year ago for essentially the same purpose.

Dr. Edwin O. Reischauer

Brynelson Wants Reform Condemns Stagnant Policy

Student Government President Wade Brynelson's speech in chapel last Friday expressed dissatisfaction with the existing situation in regard to determination of college social policy. He vigorously advocated a community-government type of idea in which students would have not only an advising but a voting capacity in the formulation of college social policy.

Reminding students that "Trustees are responsible for everything," Brynelson termed the present Student Government Association an 'exercise in sandpit democracy' and propounded the necessity, "to possess the opportunity to write legislation, vote on it, but change nothing." He voiced student concern in these areas by the example of the Town Meeting held last November, but maintained the changes created by that meeting—the proposed high court amendment soon due for student body vote and the initiation of a new campus social center (Cradlehouse)—were realized only because the student administration both recognized a problem and worked cooperatively to solve it. When students alone perceive a problem, they are helpless, except in their ability to "be enlightened, or demand administrative action.

Brynelson proposed three bonds for the student's right to participate in policy outside of academic affairs—generational, educational and democratic.

"To have members of one generation make social policies for the other is certainly not satisfactory since they often have different value systems." Since mental value systems are different to the current student generation than to its elders, the SGA President main-

Social Sciences Topic Brings Centennial Series To A Close

A new form, a new topic, and a foreign flair mark the final week of Centennial lectures. The scholar for the week (Feb. 25-29), is Baudrillard, a French philosopher and the author of the recent book, "The Sociology of Ideology:" the latest of some half-dozen other foreign books by Miss Ward in the last 20 years. She is also known as a lecturer.

Professor of Economics at the University of Michigan, Kenneth Baudrillard was born in Liverpool, England. He earned his B.A. and M.A. at Oxford and taught at the University of Edinburgh until 1971 when he came to this country to teach at Sciences. He has also taught at Caligre, Fisk and McGill Universities and held visiting professorships in Japan and elsewhere.

A fellow in both the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the American Philosophical Society, Baudrillard holds many prizes in Economics and Humanities. He is a frequent publisher of pamphlets, magazine articles and has published a dozen books in the last 25 years.

Edwin O. Reischauer, recently appointed observer of the war in Vietnam and interviewee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, is a graduate of Oberlin College.

Mr. Kenneth E. Boulding
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Hell Week Opposition Swells

As Faculty Registers Gripes

by Larry Hanawalt

"Abolish it!" One faculty member said; they don't feel that strongly about men's Hell Week, but, as Dr. Floyd Watts of the History Department put it, "the faculty is reeling again." A series of interviews with several faculty members and administrators indicates that this may be the year when those who value Hell Week may have to fight for its survival.

Hell Week faced its last serious crisis in the spring of 1962. Many faculty members felt that Hell Week survived because critics took the responsibility for modifying the format from within. According to the faculty members interviewed, faculty opposition to Hell Week swells and subsides periodically. Faculty unrest over Hell Week has in the past stemmed from a greater national number of medical cases or central complaints by freshmen about the effects of the activities; this has been such a year. Faculty members report doubled illness on campus, reinforced by attendance, and generalization of work undone during Hell Week. Dr. Drastman has treated more medical cases during this year's Hell Week than during any of the past several years.

These concerns interviewed seemed to feel that a faculty vote for abolition of Hell Week is unlikely. A portion of the student body is enthusiastic and purposely, as Dr. Windom loyally at the beginning of this year, "it is a kind of entity which is not possible on campus."

He feels that student responsibility in this area should not be tampered with as long as students continue to maintain good faith in the attitude toward Hell Week.

Faculty Biomes Deans

Those members of the faculty who are opposed to Hell Week in principle, who have sought to assure the role of disciplinarian in the campus, or who are abetting a restructing Hell Week. Several feel that the Deans have failed to enforce the Ohio state law prohibiting hazing; "an act that injures, frightens, degrades, or tends to injure, frighten, de- grade, or demean a student ..." Some contend that the Deans have shifted the responsibility for Hell Week to an unwilling faculty by simply abdicating it.

Calhoun Calls It Juvenile

Mr. Daniel Calhoun of the History Department, who says that he would not permit deficits during Hell Week, simply protests that the Deans are accomplishing what "students will grow up enough to know when they need Hell Week." Calhoun proposes an interesting question: "What would students think if they had new members each fall?" He contends that this would be "proving that they don't want to act like adults by varying in a way we all would enjoy.

The Hell Week Committee, consisting of Deans, the Gs, the faculty advisors, and the Men's Affairs Board, will be meeting soon to restructure this year's Hell Week. According to Assistant Dean of Men Howard King, the committee has received a number of faculty gripes against all and complaints which will be seriously considered by the Hell Week Committee. A faculty member of that committee will then report to a full faculty meeting in the near future so that it at this point that Hell Week may be abdication or revision.

No faculty member or administrator wants to get involved in restructuring with Hell Week from above. On the other hand, as indicated by Dr. Drastman, Calhoun, Dr. Watts and others, faculty members feel that the opposition to the abolition of it their responsibility is very much their concern.

Current Revisions

A number of specific suggestions for revision of Hell Week have cropped up as current "complaining." The faculty, the medical staff and even students have the Deans that have an aspect of Hell Week most to the medical staff and to the medical welfare is what Dr. Drastman calls a "springboard of anticipation." Dr. King and Dr. Watts both point out that the radical reform of Hell Week is at a complete moratorium, the emphasis from the physical to the psychological. This anxiety factor was particularly intense this year, and to an extended pledging period.

(Continued on Page 2)
Their faculty doesn't want to attack Hell Week; our profs would much rather leave matters of social responsibility to the students and matters of discipline to the Deans. Periodically they begin to wonder if both students and Deans are prepared for the coming year's Hell Week has been an anticlimactic occasion for such questions.

Many faculty members are upset because they see emotional issues of class, sex and power at work. It doesn't take many such cases to call the meaning and purpose of Hell Week into serious question. These faculty persons are justified in feeling that they must assume the responsibility of such frustrations if no one else will. We students can take such responsibility, we have taken it in the past, and we must demonstrate now that we will take it in the future.

We value Hell Week. It will always cause some problems, but these can be minimized if both actives and pledges approach Hell Week with the proper attitude. Sure there are some students who think Hell Week is fun. It can be a meaningful, full group experience, a valid preliminary to deepening friendships, if treated in a right spirit.

Here we might again try to clarify what is meant by Hell Week in the spirit of the right spirit? Are we genuinely concerned with fostering a group spirit, rather than induling in our own tendencies toward brutality? Generally, yes. But some changes are in order. We have to be fair, we have to care for the feelings of students who originate within the student body, rather than being imposed from outside.

We think the following suggestions merit consideration:

(a) Eliminate the “anxiety of anticipation” by closing the gap between pledging and initiation. Some freshmen have suffered from this uncertainty about their relation to the activities former returning from Christmas vacation.

(b) Limit all Hell Week activities to a single weekend, since the present limit on pledge duties is impossible to enforce.

(c) Schedule Hell Week as early as possible in the semester.

(d) Prepare pledges to treat Hell Week in the right spirit; freshmen should understand that most of the ranting is tongue-in-cheek. This does not allow for the admission of such frustrations of Hell Week should be eliminated, but rather that a proper understanding of Hell Week will mitigate the dangerous element of fear.

By the same token, section officers must be certain that the actives understand the purpose of Hell Week. Some men, who probably did not understand Hell Week as freshmen, simply don’t understand any more. Responsible section men must take it upon themselves to police this kind of activity.

This does not need to be degrading or frightening or to be frightening; it should be brief and intense and well regulated. Prolonged periods of mental or emotional anxiety can produce dangerous and uncontrollable effects. Hell Week can not be taken as seriously as a citation of the right spirit, or else a meaningful, full group experience, a valid preliminary to deepening friendships, if treated in the spirit of the right spirit.

Hill Week (Continued from Page 1)

Many of the persons interviewed feel that minimizing the preliminaries of faculty objections to Hell Week. Administration’s efforts to give the Physical Education Department, suggests that Hell Week—

Hill Week (Continued from Page 1)

led his graduate work and earned his Ph.D. at Harvard. He now teaches Japanese History at Harvard.

During the Second World War Reischauer served in the U.S. War Department and received the Legion of Honor. He served in the U.S. Army from 1940-46 during World War II. He has been U.S. Ambassador to Japan.

His latest publication East Asia in Modern World, with J.K. Fairbanks and A. Craig deals with Japan as have most of his major writings. (Editor’s Note: Please see feature on Edwin Reischauer, page 8)


Following the success of in-tercollegiate conferences on international affairs recently held at Bowdoin College, the most recent of which was the Centennial Year’s Centre in Crisis, the Student Democratic Conference has decided to continue efforts to bring about more national participation in the student movement. A national conference in the spring, perhaps, is the goal, with an even larger conference in the fall of 1968. By then, the Student Democratic Conference hopes to have reached a nationwide membership of 100,000 students.

Fifteen recognized groups will headline the event. Major conference sessions will deal with such topics as “The Role of Latin American University Students in Forming a Revolutionary Military Force for Change!”, “Christian Democracy and Role of the Church in the Latin America”, “Economic Integration of Latin America, An Interpretation of The Peace Ful Response to Revolutionary Change”, “The Latin American Revolution”, “Social Dependency of Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region”, etc.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.

Co-sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Latin American Institute of Princeton University, the conference has netted nearly $1,000 in contributions which represents not only the first full round of contributions from Latin America, but also the first use of the conference as a vehicle for Latin American students from colleges in the Latin American region.
Faculty-Students' Drive Nets $3,000 Success

The faculty at the College of Wooster recently challenged the student body to a unique fund-raising contest. The results, announced this week, are $3,000 raised for the "instant endowment" of a scholarship fund for needy students.

Acting shortly before the Christmas holidays, a faculty committee on Negro education issued a challenge to the Wooster students. As students enrolled in a private college, they were certainly aware of the rising costs of such education. They must also be aware of the frequent results of such costs: a study body increasingly apathetic in social, cultural and economic background. The college administration was trying to find additional scholarship funds. They were, as students, sufficiently concerned to do something concrete about this problem on their own.

The challenge itself took the form of a money-raising contest. In short, each student who increased scholarship aid, both faculty and students were asked in their match, dollars to raise two scholarships for the second semester of the present year. One scholarship was for a Negro student from Miles College in Birmingham, Alabama, who would spend a semester on the Wooster campus. The second scholarship was for a Wooster student who needed aid to continue his studies.

The response to such a challenge was dramatic and quick. Within a week the faculty raised close to $1,100. Within three weeks, the students, under the leadership of James Young, Larry Hennaway and Robert Bosch, raised $1,700.

From such desire to "act now," direct scholarship aid is already in effect on the campus. Currently funded for the spring term is a Miles College sophomore, whose bills for room, board and tuition have been met by the scholarship fund. In addition, a Wooster student, for whom supplemental aid was necessary to stay in school, has received scholarship aid from the fund. The balance of the need will be spent for similar aid in the fall of 1967.

Student EPC Prods Group '399' Plans
by Lee Keneder

Quietly and inconspicuously, the Wooster curriculum has grown a little this semester. Students are now enrolled in Play Writing, Modern Chinese History, and Convocational Debate. Courses of this type are usually classified as "optional." Even though these courses are not individually inscribed in the catalogue, they are simply "exemplary courses in group 399 groups." (399)

When the Student Educational Policy Committee suggested the "group 399" in a literary display, 80 students signed up to study everything from Economic Stabilization to Contemporary Art Films to Extra-Sensory Perception. Although several of these ideas foundered for lack of a qualified faculty advisor or for lack of student interest in leading a group, students are enthusiastic over the "group 399" which have materialized.

Paula Goorder—who helped select the reading list for her group course in Modern Chinese History—finds it "a great opportunity for a student, like me, who feels cut off by a normal classroom situation."

One of eight in the play writing course, Tom Clark is already reflecting on his final self-assigned assignment—creating a three-act play. Even though her own course idea fell through, Nancy Steverson praises the individual and group 399 as "academically adventurous. They are an excellent way to keep Wooster's multi-talented "Adventure in Education" full of honest thrills."

Carolyn Dobay '67 Triumphs in Significance Essay Contest

by Bob Landman

In answer to President Lowry's spring announcement of the Centennial Essay Contest, 51 students responded. Miss Carolyn Dobay '67, won first place and received $750 for her effort. The second place award of $500 went to Edwin Stern '66, and the third place prize of $250 was won by John Gardner '67.

In addition to these top three essays, seven $300 fourth place prizes were sent to Thomas Clark '66, Richard Harris '68, Walter Hopkins '67, Miss Gayn Ktem '66, David Sanderson '66, Marvin Shie '66, and Harrell Tilden '66.

The thesis of Miss Dobay's essay is, "Significance is a personal affair. In a vast impersonal world, significance has no universal absolute. The key to this significance is higher education. However, pursuing breadth and depth of knowledge is not what is meant. "The relevant is determined by the student's career plans," says Miss Dobay.

BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
on the Square in Wooster
The PLEDGES of FIRST SECTION enjoy a "swot session" during last weekend's Hell Week festivities. Initiation practices are under way for this year, due to an unusual number of complaints and physical problems among the pledges. Students and faculty alike are becoming concerned about the future of Hell Week as a Wooster tradition.

Wooster Takes Key Role in 1967 Model UN Session

The young Israeli delegate, in Harris tweeds and crimson tie, presented a research paper condemning Syria for provoking the latest series of bloody border clashes. The Syrian delegate, looking Remarkably familiar, cautioned the charges and pledged his own country's case.

One session of the United Nations may be simulated next month when a Wooster-managed Israeli delegation faces its Harvard-sponsored counterpart during a Special Political Committee meeting at Harvard's 1967 model UN in New York City.

And a similarly authentic format will be followed in April when the delegates send the French delegation to a mock assembly in Milwaukee staged by the Collegiate Council for the United Nations (CCNU). Participation in those events is an outgrowth of Wooster's new affiliation with the UN, which allows the college of the United Nations Association of the United States of America to hold an annual model UN session. Wooster students select topics of international importance and are custodians of growing appreciation for the role the UN may play in resolving international conflicts.

Dick Gallwey, chairman of the Syrian delegation, reports that each member is researching a general area of Syrian foreign policy before they meet with delegates from dozens of schools in plenary session at the UN building where the conference opens March 9.

Wooster's delegates are Dick Robert Hicks, Lexi Hom, Mary Beth Little, Jon Rubinson and Mark Wynn; alternates (who will attend, but not vote, nor speak) are Del Arnold, Frank Easton, Paula Gocker, Michael Morris, Frank Rabier and Chris Williams.

A delegation to represent the international community of France at the Milwaukee sessions is yet unknown, according to Gary Houston, SGA convention coordinator. Gary, who was a member of the Wooster team which presented the position of Leopoldville at this event last spring, and who is responsible for Wooster's membership in the CCNU, recommends participation as a "thrillishing" experience. Billed as the "world's largest model UN," this year's version will be held at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee on April 6-9.


Wooster Lumber Company
Eliot’s ‘Cocktail Party’ Features Newcomers, Core Of Veterans

On March 2, 3 and 4, The Little Theatre of the Department of Speech will produce The Cocktail Party, by T. S. Eliot. The play will be produced in Scott Auditorium of Taylor Hall at 8:30 on each of those even-ings.

Tickets, at $1.50 each, will go on sale at 1 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 20, at the new Speech Office in Wilt- hart Hall, phone and box office calls will be accepted at that time. Note the new little Theatre phone numbers — (216) 264-1254, Ext. 541, 542, 543. Tickets will be available at the front box office in Taylor Hall ONLY on the nights of the performances.

The late Mr. Eliot called his verse-play a comedy. It is, in ef- fect, a combination of all his talents. The wit of the poet, the il-lusionist satirist, and the de- termination never to be under-estimated. It centers about the frivol- ous life of a flippant and fickle society. This is something as varied as the audience which views it. But it has intrigued its viewers.

Whereas T. S. Eliot, the expat- riate Brit, wrote at the time at- tention interpretation fell to E. Mar-tin Browne, the director. Mr. Browne was the director for all of Eliot’s plays. Wooster as community theatre may recall that Mr. Browne and his wife, Henrie Roubidoux, were in Wooster for two weeks and four lectures concerning modern re- ligious drama, several years ago.

The forthcoming Wooster cast, under the direction of Dr. William Craig, features a mixture of newcomers to the Little Theatre stage, as well as a core of seasoned veteran players.

John Chase Soldal, an instruc-tor in the Speech Department, will play the role of Edward Cham berlaine. Mr. Soldal is a graduate of Otterbein College and Bowling Green State University. His back-ground in theatre includes profes-sional stock experience. Theatre students will remember him as the director of one recent Little Theatre productions.

Julia Shultsbeith will be played by senior speech major Sally Patton, from Birmingham, Al-. Her faultless characterizations have delighted Wooster audiences over the past four years.

THE TIME Magazine article: "Your style is entertaining, but your cour- se is distorted.

The Cosmopolitan essay: You get sidetracked by answers which have nothing to do with the course.

The Ronald Reagan essay: The same exam given in two different courses.

The Dean Rush essay: You re- peat the same answers over and over again.

The Beatles essay: You scream as soon as you see it.

The Robert Kennedy essay: Pretty good, but not nearly as good as the last one.

The Jimmy Carson essay: The exam intercepts you every ten minutes for further instructions.

The George Romney essay: You decline to answer the most difficult questions.

The Students for a Democratic Society essay: You attack the pro-fessor’s sex life.

The Bill Moyers essay: You shoot your bolt on the first two questions and leave early.

The George Hamilton IV essay: You flunk the exam, but get an "A" in the course.

The Adam Clayton Powell essay: You get caught cheating.

The St. Peter’s essay: "Your style is entertaining, but your course is distorted.

The Time Magazine essay: You announce to the class that you don’t want to take it.

The George Wallace essay: Your girl friend takes it for you.

The Berkeley essay: You rip up the paper three times and try to start again.

The draft essay: You try to cut the class.

The Richard Nixon essay: You give ten different answers to each question.

The Martin Luther King essay: You use the same technique as on the last test but it doesn’t work.

The General Ken essay: You keep asking for more time.

The Jimmy Hoffa essay: You didn’t know the material on the others either, but this is the one you flunk.

The pop art essay: You hand in a blank piece of paper.

The Jean Dixon essay: You an-swer all the questions to the next exam.

The Lyndon Johnson essay: You can’t believe the questions.

Stage Director: Larry L. McDonald

Scenic Designer: Robert Romich

Lighting Designer: Nancy Wooster

Costume Designer: Patricia Patton, former student

Stage Managers: David M. Finn, Robert Holley

Producers: Mary A. West, Mary V. Sowards, Richard L. Weir

Cast:

Norm Platt... Mr. Guy Herronshot
Ron Hine... Goodfellow Monnin
Evelyn Kaselow... Mr. Joseph Lowrence
Paris Lobenstein... Mr. Frank Miller
Mark McCulloch... Jeff McIntyre
Dick Moore

Nancy Patterson... Mr. Myron Peyton
Martha Peyton

Maurice Pyle... Mr. Thomas Reitl
Richard Reimer

Stephen Scott

Mary Shackford

Neil Shuttleworth

Harold Smith... Mr. Gunnar Urang
Robert Walcott

Fred Wottis... Mr. Floyd Wottis

Jim Young

The Committee of Concern for Vietnam

For All Your Drug Store Needs

COSMETICS — VITAMINS — GREETING CARDS

STYPS’S
Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service
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COSMETICS — VITAMINS — GREETING CARDS

STYPS’S
Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service

For Artistic Corsettes, at Reasonable Prices,
for Winter Carnival
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for Winter Carnival
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Woofter Theater
Phone 263-2806

WEDNESDAY this THURSDAY

Walt Disney’s "FOLLOW ME BOYS"

FEBRUARY 23-25

"AFTER THE FOX"

MARCH 1

"TOBRUK"

Wooster Theatricals of America presents a new musical comedy inspired by the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, "The Member of the Wedding," by Carson McCullers. The story is set in the South at a stage in a girl’s life when she realizes that she is growing up too fast for maturity. A poignant story of young love, of adolescent insecurities, and of both the acceptability and unacceptability of love — with a message of hope and trust for the future. The cast includes Mary Elizabeth Hoagland, Karen Boyle, John Williams, William Johnstone, Alex M. Putman, and James S. Lomax. Directed and choreographed by Richard B. Drisko, associate professor of theatre and drama. Music and lyrics by Johnny Mercer and Frank Loesser. Book by Robert E. Griffith. For tickets, call the box office at 263-2806.

Green Thumb Floral

For artistic corsettes, at reasonable prices, for winter carnival.


**INTerviews for:**

Sales and Sales Management Training Program

This Program is designed to develop young men for careers in life insurance sales and sales management. It provides an initial training period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home Office School) before the men are assigned full sales work.

Those trainees who are interested in and who are found qualified for management responsibility are assured of ample opportunity to move on to such work in either our field offices or in the Home Office after an initial period in sales.

The Connecticut Mutual is a 119-year-old company with 500,000 policyholder-members and over six billion dollars in life insurance in force. Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunity for ambitious salesmen.

Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:

**Giffin for Drugs**

"Closest to the Campus"

**Connecticut Mutual Life INSURANCE COMPANY - HARTFORD**

William C. Schubert, Jr.

General Agent

February 20, 1967
Voice Sports

In The Scott Light
by Josh Stroup

There were no more than 30 people in the stands. Even so one of the players on the visiting team's bench nudged the coach and said, "Hey, they've got spectacles here." Most of the people there were sore keepers, with a handful of wingers, who were waiting for the two answers. The assistant onlookers threw in. Wooster girls' basketball team should be used to small teams like that. They are. Being from Wooster, this team might be expected to have a losing record. They don't.

Wooster's watch-ehaw crew of girls athletes managed to stay unbeaten in hockey and swimming this season. Their girls' varsity basketball team is undefeated three games into the season. Girls' basketball has been in the college's varsity program since 1964 and Miss Non Nichols has been the coach for all three years. This year's team, she commented, "is the best team I've had since I've been coaching." Last year, the Scotties' record was only 2 and 3, but they were lucky to end with that.

Alread Hiran, Ohio Wesleyan and Heidelberg have been out-scored by the Scotties. Team captain Jane Hardy leads the squad in total points with 24 in two games. She set the season opener against Hiram, but Kay Harley, another senior, and freshman Maxine Winok took in that game with 11 and 10 points respectively to give Wooster an easy 42-27 win. At half-time against Ohio Wesleyan the dastelf dunked led 56-4 and Jane Hardy sparked a 12-point surge that ended in a 37-14 win for Wooster. Last Saturday's contest against Heidelberg ended in a 45-34 Wooster win. At one point in the first half, the Scotties led 15-5 and they never had trouble for the rest of the game.

A game lasts 32 minutes, split up into four, eight-minute quarters. There are other differences from the men's version of the sport. The biggest one is girls are girls on the court. Two are "ravers" and cannot go past the mid-court line or at any point from the outside. The rules do not have to be the same to two people. In fact, they are usually different players at each end. The other four players operate like a regular men's squad that is short one man. The reason is that in only three minutes overtimes as are needed. There are no "one and one" foul shooting rules, unless the player is hit with a two or free throws, except in the last two minutes when all fouled players get two shots from the line.

This two-four player setup is ideal for the fast break and Wooster can use it effectively, as the game against Heidelberg showed. A quick rebounder flips the ball to an opponent guard who then passes it to a near net mid-court. The second rover is good enough, she can take a pass and drive in with a one-on-one situation. A good pass from the outside rover to one under the basket can be another quick two-point play. A lot of scoring comes from the outside, too. It's very surprising to see a girl standing 20 feet from the basket flick the ball out of her eyes and then drop in a perfect twirks. Don't believe it. Wait until you see one put it in the corner.

Tomorrow morning Wooster faces Mt. Union in Severance at 10 o'clock. The Purple Raiders beat last year's team at Allinnos so this should be a good contest. After this game, there are four left: Muskingum on Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m.; Baldwin-Wellesly (home) on March 4 at 10 a.m. and Western Reserve University (away) on March 11. It's really the hard part of the season to come. The players don't act like lady wrestlers and they aren't overgrown tomboys either. The girls are used to small crowds. They shouldn't be.

Scouting... Otterbein... Denison

Coming off their game Wednesday night against rugged Geneva, Wooster will return home tomorrow evening to play a high-flying well-seasoned Otterbein team. Besides experience and a 4.5 season record, this Otterbein team boasts four starting players over 6'3" and presently leads the Ohio Conference in rebounds. Tim Pond, the former shortest player at 5'9" makes up for his lack of size with aggressive floor leadership. But, the player who watches for 6'2" forward, Don Carlos. A Little All-America the past three years, Carlos leads the GC in scoring with a 26.1 average, is third in field goal percentage with a hot 72.7%, and is second in the league in rebounds grabbing off 13.6 per game.

Furthermore, Otterbein, while also, leads the conference in defensive blocks. Their top man in the defense, stopped the feared Akron Zips last Saturday, beating them 72-60 and will be coming off a real battle with league-leading Wilberforce.

The Scots travel to Denison on Feb. 27, Tuesday evening for record. It seems the Big Red is rebuilding this season. But they've had considerably more luck than the Scots and are both in the conference right now in scoring and rebounding. The Big Red is led by junior Bill Druckenmiller who leads the GC in rebounds with 15.1 per game and is scoring at an 18.8 clip. Also like Wooster, Denison has a star freshman who has been very important to the team. He is 6'3" Charlie Clark that has been averaging 10 rebounds and 18.5 points per game.

COING IN FOR A SHORT SHOT against Heidelberg, Wooster stopped Heidelberg, 45-34, last Saturday morning, as the Scots cracked their third straight victory. Senior Kay Harley (left from left) gives her teammate an extra push towards the basket.

Second Guessing

with Chris Senior

"As fair'nu shots, go the Scots." While this statement is not consistently true, it certainly has to rank as one of the more important factors in this year's Scot drive. When foes hit outside the opposing team's defenses have had to drop back on Jordan and Thompson and that provides more Scot scoring punch. It just goes to show that if coaches feel that defense is 75 percent of the game, then the inside game must be 20 of the other 25 percent.

One piece of bad news for Scot fans. Tim Jordan was taken to Hispanic Tuesday afternoon, probably suffering from blood poisoning in his left arm. He is a doubtful starter both Wednesday and tomorrow night. This could really hurt the Scots in any play-off rally they hope to stage. Tim is presently eighth in the Conference in scoring, averaging 13.3 points per game and he is fourth in rebounding with an 11.4 average. He needs only four more free throws to top the record he set last year of 109. Also, he needs only 22 more points to move into fourth place ahead of Bill Gilbride in all-time Scot scoring.

The indoor track season opened for Wooster last Saturday against Slippery Rock there. Despite a Scot loss, there were many signs that a line crop of Indians will provide a bright future. In the indoor records were set by senior Ric Walkler in the 1000-yard run with a Scot record time of 2:31.4 and freshman Jim Jardine in the 65-yard dash with a 7.5.

The Scots' loss to Muskingum last week was Wooster's 400th defeat in its basketball history. In the past five years the Scots' record has been 14-25, while at home the Scots' has chalked up an impressive 42-12 record. Some difference!

A crowd-attracting agency, Fain Newman, Inc., was in Wooster two weeks ago to make a deal for the Akron basketball game. As experts at watching watchers, they saw right through all the Wooster fans' superficial enthusiasm. They seemed, said their report, that the only time any noise or encouragement came from the stands was when the Scots were scoring and doing well. When the team was down and needed support, the crowd showed its spirit through a variety of boos.

Also the agency didn't overlook how loud-mouthed biddles reaching for Akron took advantage of the lulls to really lay it on the Scots. That Fairweather Inc. was a pretty persuasive crew.

For you... VALENTINE

Nothing says it as well as a GIFT OF JEWELRY and we have a large selection under $10.00 And Any Sat May Change It

James J. Janssen

DIAMOND MERCHANTS

145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio
Brynuelson Speech

(Continued from Page 1) tained that "the older generation has a hard time understanding to- day's youth." He used the example of Henry Luce's Gentlem- man address when the speaker dealt with an adult audience, while in the audience by commenting on what he perceived as the speaker's most important decision was whether or not to commit suicide. Observing that students were not laughing, Brynuelson con- cluded that students of this generation, and that the older gen- erations were incapable of under- standing the students.

Secondly, the SGA President pointed out educator-edem Dean Ed. McLean, who said that the growth beyond the classroom situa- tion is achieved by the students, helping shape institutional policy. In essence, it should be an educa- tional process. "Reischauer's book tends to show that student participation in governmental, party, and social policy is, well worthwhile the time, effort, and frustration with which it is often met." Contending that "when you are forced to set standards for the community, you begin to think socially," Brynuelson emphasized that "what we need is more for and adherence to college stand- ards if the students have a voice in determining those standards.

Brynuelson's third argument evoked the age-old concepts of democracy, and stressed the respect for the law that it engen- ders.

Based on these arguments, Brynuelson proposed that students vote individually and do not vote en masse. He was not eliminating Administration and Trustee pres- sure, "they would have the same number of votes as a group of stu- dents who are individually composed of administration, trust- ees and students. This committee would have power to decide any academic questions.

For an opportunity was con- cerned, Brynuelson discounted the idea that Deans are experts in social policy as professors are at.

Kieffer Represents Wooster in Chemistry

Dr. William F. Kieffer of the Zoology Department has been elected to represent the American Chemical Society's Wooster Section on the Society's national council. The council, which meets twice a year, is the directing body of the 100,000 member Society. It helps to guide the Society in scientific and educational ac- tivities and select the Society's national officers.

Dr. Kieffer, professor of chemis- try at Wooster, joined the Ameri- can Chemical Society in 1940. He has been a frequent contributor to the Journal of Chemical Education, a monthly publication of the Society's Division of Chemical Education, since 1940. He represents the Wooster Section on the Society's national council from 1955 to 1963.

Dr. Kieffer received the B.A. degree from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1928, and the Ph.D. from Brown University, New London, in 1934. He then joined his present position at Wooster in 1946.

FAN SYLIA

Reischauer Reduces Anti-American Feeling, Sees World's 'Fastest Changing' Society

by John Jimison

To Japanese pedestrians, the sight of a five-foot, eleven- inch Caucasian wearing a yu- karu is a rare and curious sight. For beyond the inscrutability of the western complexion and light hair, five feet, eleven inches is the stature of a big man to a Japanese. However, Dr. Edward Oldfather Reischauer, who has spent about half of his 56 years as a Japanese, has taken life in the Japanese in more ways than simply in height. He has been called by both Japanese and Occidentals the fore- most Western expert on that enigmatic Archipelago and its inhabit- ants, and has been referred to as a "mur man in Tok". Dr. Reischauer had an influence beyond the normal ambit of his, with his soft-spoken, perfect Japanese and his life's experience working both for him.

The society he has called "the world's fastest changing" did much that changing under the guidance of its sharp eye and mind. He was born in 1901 to a United States mili- tary pensioner and came to the States in 1927. He was graduated from Oberlin in 1931, accepted his M.A. in history at Harvard one and a half years later, and he then in his basic course in the history of the Asian region began to be exceptionally known as "Rice Pad- dyes." Awarded his Ph.D. in 1939, he soon followed his scholarship interrupted by a war between his two homelands. With his knowledge and a rare understanding of the Japanese, he was invaluable to the U.S. Armed Forces and was award- ed the Legion of Merit for his services. The war ended, and he occupied for a while a State Department desk as counselor at the Paris office. Unable to cross it, then went back to aca- demic pursuits.

The 1950's featured the publication of several highly regarded books on Japan and Asia. When in 1950 President Eisenhower asked Reischauer's party's car was mobbed in Tokyo, Ed Reischauer's voice was one of the strongest to urge that President Eisenhower cancel his own pro- posed trip, which Ike regretted.

Later that year, he had the chance most people dream of and most only wish it were the time. His criticism of U.S. Asian policy had

BOOKSTORE ANNOUNCES

"THE GREAT WOOSTER CONTEST"

So you think that if you ever see another Egypt-Bosnia-Greek War, you've got it? Well, put this valuable knowledge of Woosteria to good use by entering the Bookstore's "The Greatest Woosteria Contest." Pasted in the Bookstore is a collection of 12 photographs taken of various objects throughout the Wooster campus. Go examine them whenever you have the time, and at the same time get that extra notebook, and see how many of the dozen you recognize. Use the entry blank printed below or tear off the certificate from the back of your student ID, and fill in the blanks correctly. Identify the greatest number of the pictures wins not only the huge stuffed dog on display next to the contest poster, but also a $10.00 gift certificate from the Bookstore.
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